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Please upload your files Key area of interest

Please enter your submission Name Filesize (KB) Employment and smart jobs
Thankyou for the great effort in producing this overarching document, and calling for public comment.    I think of primary concern is the outcomes that people want for their city. It is my 

impression that this will involve systemic change and a focus on •À_•À_•À_building•À_•À_•À_ for the future. As good citizens, and keeping our minds eye on the future, we should be 

considering building for the future •À_•À_•À_ not just the here and now.    Greater Sydney is going through a paradigm shift •À_•À_•À_ it is moving from the entitlement generations that 

felt that a house on a block of land with multiple cars was a birthright to rethinking what home ownership means. A home that is a flat or villa, may be the new family home for many. 

This has been the way in other great cities, such as London, New York, Singapore and Hong Kong (to name a few).    What should the focus areas be?  1.      Rebalance of the urban 

experience and personal connectedness as a priority  2.      Lead this change and overcome the •À_•À_•À_system•À_•À_•À_ barriers (expectation & profit lead development)  3.      Build 

community understanding, connectedness, voice (agency) and encourage innovation  4.      Community leaders, planners and govt. agencies look within and without for sources of 

inspiration and innovation for urban development.      In terms of strategic priority it is important to focus on how to develop a city/town/village that works for the greater good.    Provide the 

spaces that will give the opportunities for people to experience both brief & extended meaningful moments of connection. This will significantly underpin the culture of communities. 

Provides spaces, internal & external for people to enjoy each other's company - through public plazas, parks and other spaces. This is important as more people become digital not only 

do we have the isolation of the car, which for half a century has resulted in people moving around without interconnectedness, we are now experiencing the next revolution which sees 

more & more people isolated at home as they 'telework' & use e-commerce for bill paying & shopping.    Further to this, the urban setting must be safe for people to move around in, this 

includes great lighting for nights, and also visibility, that is, not obscured views, but places and piazzas and public transport entry's & exits that are well lit and have very good open 

views.    The ability to move about communities and very importantly between communities is paramount - this should not only include public transport but also bike paths & proper 

footpaths. The lack of footpaths around greater Sydney is appalling. Not only do footpaths add to the fitness of a population, they provide opportunities for people to move around and 

connect, and importantly for people to 'view' an area thus providing a safer environment (in an urban context I personally always feel safer where there are more people moving 

around).    It is important to add that as a community we do not want to build in a  disconnect between what people want to experience in their community and what they actually do. This 

can so easily be the result of haphazard profit-first led development. While development is important, it is just as important to manage it very carefully with the communities lived 

experience paramount in the planning and approval process.    We as a community must remain vigilant and wary of isolation/individualistic notions of living in a city or village context and 

always ask how to make possible a sense of connectedness for all people (& I don't mean digitally).    This is relevant in terms of how is place defined. We all must Be very careful to build in 

safety security and connectedness so that this can be experienced on a daily basis.    A way of making members of community feel connected tis to ensure that they feel cared for 

•À_•À_•À_ this is achieved by making safe spaces where people can connect. These meaningful connections create feelings of belonging and acceptance.    The current dichotomy, in the 

Sydney context, with the developer and dollar/profit reigning supreme is for a dormitory city and suburb. Where the profit is the dominant motivator for building, and a certain urban 

style is developing. In many cases leaving the broader community context to chance & happenstance - a wholly unsatisfactory strategy for the lived experience.    The building of 

community, strong safe and connected communities can not be overrated and with this in mind, I commend to you the importance of developing a strategy for how to build for living. 

This must cover the physicality of moving around and between urban spaces or areas.  Prioritising safety, ease of movement & an abundance of civic/public spaces for people to interact.   
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